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Poems in this selection have appeared in:
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Some poems were publicly read at poetry
venues in the great state of Texas in 2005-2007.
All poems were written in North Carolina,
Tennessee, and Texas.
Comic Book Legend Steve Skeates, author of Aquaman, Teen
Titans, Hawk and Dove, Plastic Man, The Mummy Walks,
Under Dog, and Pantha, reviews Juan Perez’s first comic
book poetry book, Beneath The Tights.
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What is this thing called POETRY?
A review by Steve Skeates
They’d be flat-out dead wrong, yet I can
way too easily imagine a fair-sized throng of folks
out there diving even now headlong into that turbulent sea of unwarranted conclusions, concluding, as they splash about, tossing the world’s silliest opinions every which-way, that I’m that dreaded all-American sleaze-ball known colloquially
(not to mention far and wide) as the very last person who should be reviewing this particular book,
this ultra-thin volume written by Juan Manuel Perez and entitled BENEATH THE TIGHTS. What
(I ask you, in all mock-sincerity) could their pointy
-headed little point possibly be? That simply because back in the mid-sixties my collegiate partyanimal disdainful snooty snotty super-macho attitude (augmented as it was by muchos recreational
drugs) caused this particular correspondent to actually fail a course in poetry (of all things!), thereby
forcing said correspondent to take an entire additional year of study in order to finally obtain my
now at last truly treasured BA – that simply because of all of that long-ago brouhahahaha I’m
somehow currently ineligible when it comes to the
reviewing of any book that’s written in verse?
Could they possibly be that shallow?
Well, the hell with them then, especially
considering that they’re imaginary anyway! Or, at
least I said they were, and who am I to doubt myself? Long ago, as a matter of principle, albeit
compounded semi-annually, I invested quite a
chunk of a time trying to annihilate all the nonproductive energy inherent within my own personal
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questioning of the self. Besides, my crashing
smashing failure in this early-on trend- setting example, this F in Wordsworth, Byron, and Keats,
did (as the hoary toes of fate would have it) allow
me to be there – to still be there – upon a college
campus during the opening stanzas of one of the
most intriguing, disturbing and character-building
eras ever to grab that universally sophomoric atmosphere by its most vulnerable portions and send
it screaming off over land too hilly for farming and
out into reality of the night, and I do indeed mean
demonstrations, marches, building take-overs, and
the ultimate destruction of private property. How
could I help but be thankful (in a willing participant manner) for all of that? And now, here before
me, in all its yellow, blue, black and white glory,
sits something I feel quite equally at home with – a
booklet of nineteen poems, all of which concern
themselves with the frantic free-booting antics of
various comic book characters, both the superpowered and the not so characteristically endowed.
Yet, well-endowed or not, a certain question nonetheless at this very instant begs itself into
existence – an inquiry wrapping itself like some
inescapable cape all around and about my early
disdain for the poetic, my bizarre belief that comics, as the stepchild of the pulps, should have nothing to do with poetry, that those four-color periodic wonders should avoid even the hint of any such
sing-song silliness –you know, avoid it like the
plague. After all, poetry is often described as an
attempt to say something in as few words as possible, whereas, being paid by the word, pulp writers
were notorious for packing it on, padding whatever
it was up the good ol’ proverbial wazoo, throwing
in absolutely positively as many words as anyone
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anywhere could plausibly git away with! So,
shouldn’t that as well be the way comics should
be? But then again, just to show you how wrong I
could be – once I actually got involved in the comic book industry, writing first for Marvel, then
Tower, then Charlton, then Warren, then DC, it
didn’t take me long at all to realize that comics in
truth (and especially good comics) were more
aligned with poetry than with much of anything
else.
Certainly there are other connections which
(for reasons all their own) are far more frequently
and vociferously ballyhooed within reviews and
tributes and the like –the cinematic effects that run
roughshod and rampant throughout those early
Eisner pieces, the television-like pacing abounding
within the works of O’Neil, Wolfman, and Wein,
Stan Lee’s Prouty-like cornball soap-opera pastiche rearing its out-sized backside whenever the
private life of one superhero (or another) gropes its
way toward center stage, and to what entity other
than an intensely researched Master’s Thesis could
one possibly compare the writing style of Don
MacGregor? Meanwhile, the name of one scripter
who apparently didn’t quite make the cut vis-à-vis
that list you just now perused (all due, one may
easily surmise, to some sad silly spurt of freakin’
false modesty) –hey, that guy had his fans too,
y’know, a couple of whom often (to this day) enjoy comparing this particular dude’s earliest scripting efforts to nothing less (rhythm-wise) than various ancient over-the-top radio serials. Still- don’t
you see? – beneath each of these superficial connections (even the one that’s all about me) sits a
deeper, more rock solid relationship with the poetic.
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Or, at least, that’s how it used to be, and in
large part because these pieces were so small. Consider, for example, how much more Will Eisner
could impart within a self-contained seven-page
story, far far more than what gets said in those 24issue meandering story arcs that abound within
what the current comic book industry foists upon
its tender reading public. Most of the Tower stories were self-contained as well, and a mere ten
pages in length. Why, even a twenty-two-page
Marvel tale (featuring, say, Spider-Man or Captain
America and authored by the great Stan Lee) was
way shorter than most of what goes on within “the
wonderful world of comics” these days. The trouble with current mainstream comic book fare may
well (in fact) be that the authors thereof see themselves as novelists rather than poets, and, as such,
they’re more concerned with length than with
polish, while, furthermore – making things even
worse – they apparently haven’t the slightest idea
what constitutes a story, let alone a poem. Look at
what they write! Where’s the beginning? Where’s
the middle? Where’s the end? Still and all, there’s
loads and loads more going on here than a mere
absence of structural integrity and a gawky ungainly rejection of brevity. There were, for but one
thing, captions back in the old days, real captions –
third person usually, sometimes even past tense,
mood setting, and often intensely flowery, something people like Len Wein and Gerry Conway
truly excelled at. Whatever happened to those?
In any event, with comics themselves now
so utterly devoid of poetry, it stands to reason
(does it not?) that sooner or later someone – logically (and dare I say “preferably”?) someone outside the industry itself – would jump in and fill this
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void. What’s surprising –even more surprising
than how long it’s taken someone to make this
leap – is how beautifully well Juan Manuel Perez
takes command of this niche, so lovingly filling in
those holes. You’d better believe that once you’ve
read these poems, perusing any current adventure
of any of the characters Juan rhapsodizes about
will suddenly (almost magically) become far more
complete, way more real, an extremely headier and
surely more rewarding reading experience that you
ever even thought possible. Did I mention that this
is a thin volume? Well, don’t let that fool you! As
I suggested (veritably, as you undoubtedly noticed,
subjecting where we’re at and where we should be
to the hardly subtle sledgehammer of heartfelt beliefs; in that, Perez and I do indeed have something
in common!), brevity and succinctness is to be
highly (and I do indeed mean highly) valued here!
There are, as I mentioned, nineteen poems in this
booklet – none longer than a page, and yet this
volume has far more to convey, far more seemingly designed to grab hold of your innards, to twist
your mind and make you think, than some thirtyseven (or more) issues of your favorite comic, no
matter which of the many characters extant these
days is your preferred imagined self. Or your imagined lover. And speaking now suddenly (and
perhaps surprisingly) in such earthy passionate
terms, one thing (whether similarly earthy or just
plain platonic) is certain – you’re gonna love these
poems! I kid you not.
Steve Skeates

Contact Steve at njordenfey@att.net
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Crimson Concoction
for Kitana Baker
A drink to thee
Sweet crimson concoction
Dear lovely miss
Red stained confection
A drink to thee
One upon another
Here is to your quest
To the killing of your brothers
A drink to thee
As for your mother as well
Such truth bared Lilith
Within the confines of hel
l
A drink to thee
Dear sweet Vampirella
I drink to thee
Live long, Vampirella
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Dark Red Rose
My dark red rose
Sweet and so infectious
How can one deny
Your deep dark affection?
For three decades you’ve ruled
The blood red stained streets
Through it all you remain
So beautiful in the murky seep
Enchanting crimson thing
How can you be as such?
My dark red rose
I’ve loved you so much
Your black wings take you to flight
Who could ever understand?
Victims of imagination
For a vampire and a man
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Dear Sweet Red Nectar
You said you didn’t
But you did
You said you wouldn’t
But you have
Incapable of extinguishing life
Yet you wrote the book
Improbable that you didn’t
But you have got the look
Your bloodless promises
Is misleading my memory
Yet you won’t be happy
What a tainted travesty
In the end
I know you didn’t mean too
For red is an insatiable color
That would make another, the same do
My dear sweet red nectar
Hunter of so many
I’ll try to understand
That enough is not plenty
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Drakulonion Kiss
for Jill Nicolini
O so many times
I have selfishly wished
The touch of the serene
A sweet Drakulonion kiss
Yet not just any kiss
One profound and everlasting
From the only one I want
Vampirella, the enchanting
My alien vampire goddess
Ruler of my imagination
Your presence is sublime
Upon your feet fall many nations
My world is your playground
Only you know the reason
I merely wish a kiss
As my sanity commits treason
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‘Ella
‘Ella,
my dear sweet vampire
how must I carry on
when I am so tired
‘Ella,
I have waited for you patiently
it has been so many years
this love grows with intensity
‘Ella,
you have infected me with your kiss
you chose to let me live
my blood yearns for what I miss
‘Ella,
please come back to me
O how the centuries have flown
I think it is now three
‘Ella,
if you do not wish to return
then release me and let me die
and no longer your concern
…‘Ella please
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FJA
Some people don’t give credit
Where credit is due
So, Forrest J. Ackerman
This one’s for you
The creator of Vampirella
The father of my fantasy girl
The master of this universe
We call Vampi’s World
All may credit painting her
All may credit drawing her
All may credit writing her
But only one man can credit creating her
This man is more than a man
His the sole master of a fantastic thing
He is the soul of horror
And to Vampi fans he is everything
Every wonderful crimson molecule
Every sensational and luscious curve
Every strand of slick black hair
Every aspect Vampi has to serve
Thank you, kind sir
From your mind came Vampirella
Thank you, kind master
Forgive those who credit other fellas
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Haiku III
Vampirella is
waiting for you at the end
of your darkest day

I Dream Of Vampi
I dream of Vampi
Every day and every night

I dream of Vampi
To see her I wish I might
Every convention I look for her
I could wait for days in lines for sure
O my dear sweet creature of the night
One glimpse fulfills a million delights
I dream of Vampi
Every day and every night
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Julie Strain Is Vampirella’s Other Name
A lifetime without spice
is no life at all.
I have that special spice
and she is pretty tall
Beautiful crimson red
emphasizes the soft tanned skin
Endowed by the nature of beauty
and that of lust and sin
Vampirella, ease your pain
Upon you is the final name
The one that is now to be
That of the beautiful Julie Strain
Long, black, natural hair
exotic spice to what was the same
Enhanced is the poise of the Vampire Queen
Julie Strain is Vampirella’s other name

BUY VAMPIRELLA
COMIC BOOKS
DIRECTLY FROM THE
SOURCE AT:

www.Vampirella.com

Harris Comics
1115 Broadway
8th Floor
New York, NY
10010
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KISS Meets Vampirella
It all happen so quick
In the pages of Number Two
When the Knights of Darkness
Met the Vampirella I knew
My blood did boil
As I cursed the hopeless fate
I beheld the StarChild
Crush my dream of a date
O dear Vampirella
My beloved treacherous confection
I stood seized by demonic anger
Offspring of this jealous infection
But…don’t be alarmed
My cloying scarlet sanctuary
I merely wish it was I you held
Your faithful Red Mercenary
As for the Painted Knights
Kings of musical madness
Forgive me for this one treason
In my quest for happiness
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Last Thoughts Of Jack Kimble
Mystery creature
Walking the streets
Selling your charms
For so cheap
Don’t remember your parents
So you are on your own
You think you know
You think you’re grown
Come with me
I will give you a home
And all the things
You can call your own
Pantha follow me
I want you to live
There is nothing else
You have to give
Pantha don’t be afraid
I understand
I know what it will mean
If you give me your hand
Pantha come to me
And forget your fears
I will give you everything
My dark sweet dear
I will help restore
Your faith in love and life
And maybe one day
Become my beloved wife
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Letter Of Thanks
Thanks to
The infamous and creative
Forrest J. Ackerman
For the muse we call Vampirella
Thanks to
The classic and profound
Warren Magazine
For seeing the vision of the mighty Vampirella
Thanks to
The lovely and original enchantress
Barbara Leigh
For a childhood of crimson love
Thanks to
The entrepreneuring and enterprising
Harris Comics
For giving new life to a classic lady.
Thanks to
The slender and beautiful
Cathy Christian
Who left us for Avengeline
Thanks to
The voluptuous and beautiful
Sascha Knopf
The healthy young Vampire Queen
Thanks to
The swift and talented
Talissa Soto
The martial artist that re-defined Vampi
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Thanks to
the mysterious and Amazonian
Julie Strain
The heavenly match I will never obtain
Thanks to
All the other vixens and unmentioned women that
Donned Vampi’s threads
The suit of the Queen of all vampires
Thanks to
Vampirella
Just because you are

JOIN THE SCIENCE FICTION POETRY ASSOCIATION

sfpoetry.com
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BUY THE BOOK AT
www.afterdarknovel.com
Imagine a world where there is only the daylight to
banish the darkness. And when the sun goes down,
what lurks in the shadows after dark? This book of
thirteen scary tales is storytelling at its finest, with
monsters in the closet, boogeymen under the bed, and
ghosts in the graveyard. Timeless in their style, these
stories are relentless in their approach to basic fears.
From dark fantasy and pure suspense to classic horror
tales, this collection of twelve short stories and one
novella surprises its readers with Hitchcock-style,
twisted endings. So after dark, let's gather around the
campfire and tell each other tales of terror.
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Logo designed by William Carlisle

For more information contact:

William Carlisle
Fan Fever Newsletter
18 Arthur Street
Methuen, MA 01844
BCJazma@aol.com

Check it out at
www.jazmaonline.com
or write to:
Paul Dale Roberts
5606 Moonlight Way
Elk Grove, CA 95758
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also a former Navy/Marine Medic and currently a high school history teacher. Juan
served in the First Gulf War (1991) earning
the title of combat medic and extending his
expertise to civilians in Florida in 1992 during the Hurricane Andrew Relief operation.
He enjoys reading and writing prose and
poetry about Mexican culture, history, horror, science fiction, and his beloved comic
books. He is a member of the San Antonio
Poets Association , the Science Fiction
Poetry Association, and the Small Press
Syndicate.
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